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Jack R Henan. D.U.F.F. REPORT; Mil the Cat is not going away, you know. We'lA 
win it all one of these years. Acckkkk. 1

Kevin J Dillon. A HULL YGGDRASIL; "opening day of 'The Asimov Book Shop' "Tt? I \ 
so.eone claiming that ISAAC ASIMOV'S SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINE 

was the first sf magazine to be naaed after a given author—a claim 
laughable to those of us who recall A. MERRITT'S FANTASY MAGAZINE; the VARGO STaTTSS 
SCIENCE FICTION MAGAZINE; or the Swedish JULES VERNE MAGAS IN ET (not to Bention the 
pulp naaed after the author of "Beowulf," "Gawain and the Green Knight," and other 
fantasy classics; UNKNOWN), but, with the allusive exception of the local IMcle 
Hugo's Science Fiction Bookstore, I think this is the first exaaplar I know of an 
sf bookstore naaed after an author. Does Dr. A. get royalties?

Roelof Goud-Haan, TEE GOODSGOOD GAZETTE 61 "I finally case to realize that Australia 
is the heart of Australian fandon." Who were the previous candid
ates that you ultimately decided to eliminate? It would seem to me 

that even at a wildly inclusive definition, "Australian fandom" would consist of 
Australia (and denizens therein) and perhaps 10-20 fans outside said country. Since 
three of those 10-20 live in Minneapolis (Joyce Scrivner, Linda Lounsbury, and me), 
the runner-up as the heart of Australian fandom would seem to be Minneapolis, and 
while as a ghood fan and treu I am always happy to take over new territory as a 
fiefdom to my personal majesty, even I would have had a hard time seriously 
trying to btat outAustralia itself on that basis. (And what is the heart of 
Netherlands fandom?)

Good luck with the long-distance (presently short-distance) 
relationship.

I'd like details (address, etc.) on the British soft toy apa, as at 
least one local fan is likely to want to join. (Oops, I meant the stuffed toy of 
one local fan, of course.)

"For the past twenty-two years (l), weather conditions 
hadn't allowed ((this major Netherlands sporting event)) to be held." Ill indeed. 
Would that we could be so lucky as to dispose of the Superbowl the same way for a 
decade or two.

Michael O'Brien, MODULE; It’s not too hard to collect "more Holmes books . . . not 
written by Conan Doyle* than the pure quill; I’d guess that there 
are at least thirty or more out at present (not counting "Solar Pons," 

comic book adaptations, or small-press Baker Street Irregular stuff without comnerccial 
distribution, and counting only fiction). The Special Collections dept, at the Uni 
Library where I work has one of the world’s largest Doyle/Holaes collections (which 
will become the largest when one legatee dies said we Inherit his collection) and I 
look for the odd item is mass market paperbacks, cameos in sf stories, etc. to pick 
up and donate to the collection. Mostly I keep for ay own collection only those 
Holmes pastiches with a fantasy/sf element, though I’ve made exceptions for a few 
odd items like THE SEXUAL ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES (gay male pom).

John Bangsund, PHILOSOPHICAL GAS 67; Yes, I know, I owe you a letter. Soon. This 
piece was altogether enjoyed (as usual), even marveled at, which 
(also, alas, as usual) inhibited me from finding comments to be made.

This had better go into the sail tomorrow if it is to reach Jean by her photocopy 
deadline; two pathetic pages done 19 and 2© May 19&5* This has been a Lien And


